A noun that represents more than one person, place, or thing and shows ownership is a **plural possessive noun**.

To turn a plural noun that ends in -\(s\) into a **plural possessive noun**, add an **apostrophe** (’\()\) after the -\(s\).

To turn a plural noun that does not end in -\(s\) into a **plural possessive noun** add an **apostrophe** (’\()\) and an -\(s\).

On the line write the plural possessive form of each underlined noun.

1. the jobs of students  the _________________________ jobs

2. the dressing room for men  the _________________________ dressing room

3. the howls of wolves  the _________________________ howls

4. the voices of children  the _________________________ voices

5. the peaks of mountains  the _________________________ peaks

6. antlers of the deer  the _________________________ antlers

7. the jackets of waiters  the _________________________ jackets
A noun that represents more than one person, place, or thing and shows ownership is a plural possessive noun.

To turn a plural noun that ends in -s into a plural possessive noun, add an apostrophe (’) after the -s.

To turn a plural noun that does not end in -s into a plural possessive noun add an apostrophe (’) and a -s.

On the line write the plural possessive form of each underlined noun.

1. the jobs of students
   the students’ jobs

2. the dressing room for men
   the men’s dressing room

3. the howls of wolves
   the wolves’ howls

4. the voices of children
   the children’s voices

5. the peaks of mountains
   the mountains’ peaks

6. antlers of the deer
   the deer’s antlers

7. the jackets of waiters
   the waiters’ jackets

~ PREVIEW ~
Please log in or register to download the printable version of this worksheet.